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A Strategy of Discriminate
Power: A Global Posture
for Sustained Leadership

The leading challenge for U.S. grand strategy over the next decade is

to exercise persistent global leadership under the shadow of intensifying

constraints. These include fiscal shortfalls that limit resources, fading

international deference to U.S. wishes, mismatches between the leading

security challenges and instruments of power to confront those challenges,

and the loss of key military superiorities alongside the appearance of new

vulnerabilities. At stake are international stability and the safety of the U.S.

homeland. The primary task for U.S. strategists now is to find a sustainable

global role more appropriate to available means that can safeguard leading U.S.

interests and avoid embroiling more limited U.S. power in secondary issues.

Tackling this daunting challenge of strategy—arriving at a more restrained

and selective U.S. posture—would be more straightforward if the world no

longer turned to the United States for leadership. Washington could

comfortably trim its role and presence if the international system could

maintain itself without a leading U.S. diplomatic, military and economic role;

if the norms and institutions that sustain order, from global trade regimes to

multilateral accords on such issues as cyber and climate, showed no worrisome

cracks; or if Washington could pass substantial responsibility to a rising power

with shared values. But none of these things is true.

International politics appears to be skidding into an inflection point at which

norms, values, and institutions that have been crucial to maintaining the peace

and encouraging shared interests are under assault, new rivalries are blossoming,1
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and new sources of instability from radicalism to

cyber conflict are becoming prevalent. To subtract

another broadly stabilizing force—U.S. power—

from the equation at such a delicate moment

would risk peace and stability in ways profoundly

damaging to U.S. interests. U.S. strategists thus face

a powerful dilemma: the need for persistent, even in

some cases intensified, global leadership with

declining resources and leverage.

The United States needs a new recipe for

national security capable of satisfying many

conflicting requirements: leadership and restraint, global influence and

reduced regional presence, decisiveness and selectivity. It does not need a new

“grand strategy” per se; the appetite in official circles for overarching concepts

appears limited, and in any case the essential aspects of a de facto grand strategy

are already in place. What the United States needs, instead, is a new way of

pursuing that long-standing and widely accepted grand strategy, a concept for

developing more innovative and economical ways to achieve existing goals. The

best candidate for such a concept could be called “discriminate power.”2

Closing the Means-End Gap

U.S. strategy for the whole post-Cold War era has rested in a demand for global

primacy, asserting that U.S. power is the linchpin of the international system.3

The strategy held that the United States cannot allow any serious instability to

go unchecked, and must maintain the capabilities necessary to underwrite this

ambitious role. Because of its emphasis on the geopolitical risks of great power

balancing, the current paradigm has emphasized traditional military power as

the source of global credibility.

This approach is under assault from a variety of rising constraints.4

Geopolitically, many states (like China and Russia, but also including U.S.

allies) chafe against U.S. primacy.5 Fiscally, declining defense budgets are

generating fewer resources to underwrite key instruments of power. At the same

time, U.S. military predominance is gradually ebbing, particularly in areas

related to the most demanding missions such as power projection into hostile

areas. Regional powers are gaining area denial capabilities, and small groups or

individuals are acquiring new technologies and techniques, from cyber to

biological agents, with unprecedented ability to counteract U.S. power.

Over time, persisting with existing approaches—even as financial, strategic,

and political trends undercut them—will risk “strategic insolvency.”6 This would

bring increasing resistance, economic ruin, and strategic failure with consequences
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harming U.S. credibility, diplomacy, and military operations. But the United

States cannot respond simply by withdrawing from the world scene; the U.S.

presence is critical in multiple areas, from climate change to terrorism to piracy to

combating global organized crime.7 It is also crucial

on the Korean border, in acting as the glue for the

NATO alliance, and as the lead in potential

responses to burgeoning and still unpredictable

Chinese power.8 There is substantial evidence,

both in the perceptions of others and in watching

what happens to complex issues when the United

States abandons a catalytic role, that U.S.

leadership and deterrence underwrite the load-

bearing elements of the international system.

Any new approach must therefore deal with a

fundamental paradox. To continue in our current

posture risks strategic bankruptcy, but to subtract

the stabilizing force of U.S. power from the global equation at a volatile

moment would be to risk peace and stability.

A Changing Strategic Environment

The emerging security environment has a number of outstanding characteristics.

It is increasingly multipolar, with more states claiming a right to set the global

agenda. It harbors only a modest danger of large-scale, intentional aggressive

conflict, even by revisionist or rogue powers such as Iran or North Korea. It will

see the rise of astonishing new technologies, from engineered biology to

nanotechnology to robotics to small-scale manufacturing, which will continue

a long-term trend of empowering smaller or non-state actors. And the emerging

era will in many ways be defined by nontraditional security threats. Taken

together, these essential aspects of the emerging security environment suggest a

number of primary conclusions for the character of the U.S. global role in any

revised security posture.

First, the United States will have a declining role in stability and

counterinsurgency operations. Post-Cold War security planning has focused on

the risk of failed states and the associated threats stemming from them, such as

regional instability, global criminal activity, piracy, disease, and most of all

terrorism. Planning for neo-colonial interventions to promote stability in

unstable, war-torn nations has occupied much U.S. attention over the last decade.9

But in fact, the era of expeditionary stabilization missions is now on the

wane, for a number of reasons.10 The threat from failed states turns out to be

more complex and widespread than was assumed fifteen years ago, and as a
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result now seems too all-embracing to jibe with targeted interventions. Then,

too, the United States rediscovered over the last decade that it simply does not

have the tools to be effective in these contexts. Stabilizing fragile states

demands a wholesale transformation of political, economic, and sometimes

social realities—a task that only time, leadership, and the organic process of

social development can accomplish. The decisive factor is the desire—and the

will—on the part of the local government to do what is necessary to win; this is

a factor U.S. intervention cannot control, and indeed the larger our role, the

less incentive the local government has to reform.11

Second, the United States will have a persistent but more limited role in

regional conflicts. The incidence of large-scale violence has been declining in

world politics, for profound reasons that go beyond a historical exception:

adventurism doesn’t pay, states are too interlinked to be confident of winning at

an acceptable price, and nuclear weapons deter aggression.12 Deterring and

fighting major regional contingencies remains the primary engine of force

structure requirements and procurement plans. The nature of the current

environment, however, and the availability of innovative concepts for

deterrence and warfighting, suggest that the United States can conceive of this

mission in less resource-intensive and unilateral ways for the foreseeable future.

Third, the United States will have a persistent and growing role in sustaining

international institutions and norms, which are badly fraying. With the rise of a

multipolar system of prideful states and non-state actors, rivalries are likely to

intensify.13 This trend is most apparent among the largest actors—the United

States, China, and Russia—but it is also growing in regional contexts (between

China and India, or between Brazil and large neighbors) and among traditional

allies (like the South Korea–Japan territorial dispute). In economic terms,

competing monetary and trade policies are driving wedges between leading

powers. Because of its overwhelming importance to U.S. interests, preserving

global stability could be seen as the single most important goal for U.S. national

security strategy. Revalidating the norms, institutions, and relationships that

ward off rising fragmentation is likely to be a leading role for U.S. power over

the coming decades.

Fourth and finally, the United States will have a rising role in nontraditional

security threats. These range from intentional techniques and tools—such as

cyber attacks, economic harassment, terrorism, and biological weapons—to

fragilities and instabilities residing in a complex, networked system, such as

capital market volatility and the results of climate change; to resentments,

grievances, and prideful assertions stemming from identity politics. As a result,

forestalling strategically significant threats to the homeland will require more

than balancing power. It will demand preserving the system’s stability and

developing norms to bring pressure against would-be destabilizing agents.
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Traditional forms of deterrence and diplomacy will prove less effective in

dealing with such threats and dangers. It may be impossible, for example, to

deter non-state global networks from using advanced weapons, and retaliation

or coercive diplomacy is extremely difficult when states employ cyber militias to

do their work with deniability. The dominant response to nontraditional risks

will have to be a combination of enhanced domestic resiliency and a series of

multilateral and institutionalized agreements, norms, and understandings to

prompt joint action to control the scope of the threats.

Taken together, the elements of the emerging security context give several

pieces of guidance to forming a more efficient security posture. First, present

threats and opportunities are less significant, broadly speaking, than potential

future ones. As a result, expressing the highest degree of deployed power today is

less important than sustaining the long-term health of the military and

investing in breakthrough technologies. Second, leading risks and challenges

call for enhanced non-military and nontraditional tools of statecraft. Third, the

growing systemic multipolarity means that U.S. statements and actions will

have less influence on events—and that the United States must work even

harder to draw others into maintaining norms and institutions. Fourth, the

environment reflects a wide range of potential scenarios and outcomes, implying

that we ought to invest in capabilities with the greatest utility across a range of

mission areas; these might include intelligence and awareness assets, long-range

timely strike, cyber, and human capital. Fifth and finally, the democratization of

technology and technique means that we will not be able to rely on bulk, mass,

or size,14 but will need a growing emphasis on indirect, asymmetric ways of

achieving goals.

Toward a New Approach: The Promise of “Discriminate Power”

The problem today is not, as some have suggested, that the United States lacks a

grand strategy. It is that the ways in which it pursues its well-established,

implicit grand strategy are becoming insolvent, and that the international

context is evolving in ways that U.S. strategy must shift to meet. The United

States needs a new approach, and the best candidate can be termed

“discriminate power.” It amounts to a prescription for conducting persistent

global leadership in more guarded ways—the “practice of sustainable global

leadership through more collaborative, tailored and selective means.”15 It

pursues the same ends as the implicit U.S. grand strategy—domestic security

and the movement toward a liberal, integrated global system—and it relies on

the same general tools including the deterrent effects of U.S. military power, the

use of economic statecraft to advance integration and prosperity, and advancing

democracy. But it emphasizes key prioritization choices and revised, innovative
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mechanisms to operationalize these broad ways. It is a concept for how the

implicit U.S. grand strategy employs its power to achieve long-standing ends.

Discriminate power is not a strategy of

retrenchment. It does not contend that the

essential route to addressing the dilemmas of

U.S. strategy—the means/ends gap, the shifting

strategic environment—is a withdrawal from the

global scene. It strongly endorses the importance

of an energetic, visionary U.S. leadership role. But

the approach is built on the need to rethink the

ways by which the United States performs this role, and to adopt tactics,

techniques, doctrines, technologies, and strategies which are more creative,

selective, and prioritized to emerging threats in the specific strategic

environment the United States is likely to confront. Discriminate power offers

five major principles to guide the changing execution of U.S. grand strategy.

First, discriminate power calls on the United States to broaden its

understanding of which instruments of power can achieve particular goals. Over the

last decade, the character of U.S. power has become militarized to an

unprecedented degree, both in the application of resources and in the default

tools applied to problems. Discovering new ways to address risks, threats, and

opportunities demands increasing attention to

tools of trade, finance, information, diplomacy,

law, and other civilian realms. Discriminate power

demands increasing investments in and reliance

on these other forms of power. One example might

be the challenge of weak states: rather than

considering large-scale interventions, the United

States can employ a range of more gradual, limited

forms of aid, partnership, training, and light

military footprint to encourage positive

transitions over time.

A second principle suggests that the United States should reconsider the

urgency of many national security challenges. The United States has most often

fallen into strategic overstretch when it becomes victim of a perceived

imperative to act immediately and dramatically. Time can be a critical ally in

strategy, and on many issues the United States need not be in a hurry to resolve

them. A more gradual approach can allow the use of different instruments of

power and conserve resources as well as influence. This advice would, for

example, question the rush to expand U.S. power in Asia to respond to an

imminent Chinese strategic threat, and the associated demands on resources and

diplomatic energy. China need not become an adversary; Beijing is also likely to
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confront serious social and economic challenges fairly soon that will slow its rise

to regional dominance. In the application of military and other resources, the

United States can take a longer-term, less urgent approach to this security issue.

Third, discriminate power calls on the United States to catalyze solutions rather

than impose them.16 U.S. power, influence, and resources must increasingly draw

other actors into the solution of major challenges, rather than trying to do things

on its own. The Libyan operation, in which the United States underwrote the

efforts of an international coalition to achieve shared goals, offers one positive

recent example. Others include peacekeeping missions dominated by others but

assisted and partly trained and equipped by a coalition including the United

States; collaborative funding of clean-energy projects; or joint anti-piracy

missions. Any strategy that proposes to engage more multilateral solutions must

be realistic about the scope and quality of those efforts: the impetus for others to

free-ride remains very strong as long as the United States remains committed to

underwriting global stability. But working toward multilateral responses, even at

the cost of defining the terms of the response and its timing, must remain a

hallmark of a more discriminate U.S. approach to influence.

A fourth principle is to focus on capabilities that

provide the United States with the most disproportionate

comparative advantage. The United States should

prioritize systems, techniques, and investments

which offer clear technological, organizational, or

cultural advantage over potential competitors,

which negate or cancel out potential competitors’

core advantages, and which carry special value in

promoting international norms. Specific examples

of such capabilities include advanced command-

and-control/intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) tools that

provide extensive awareness, diplomatic capabilities that underwrite

participation in negotiations and institutions, and stand-off strike technologies

that allow the United States to threaten global responses in short periods of time.

A fifth guideline is to boost emphasis on nontraditional security challenges, in

particular through growing emphasis on societal resilience. Funding for cyber

warfare is already reportedly growing, but more broadly, a core focus of

security policy will be keeping societies resilient in the face of threats ranging

from terrorism to cyber to the stability of financial markets. The United States

needs a broad agenda for resilience in an environment of rising dangers to

modern, interdependent, information-based societies.17 Given growing risks of

asymmetric threats, U.S. influence and security in twenty years is likely to be

more a function of its domestic resilience than its capacity to project

expeditionary power.
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Discriminate Power in Practice

How, then, would a United States guided by these five principles of discriminate

power behave? What would its security posture look like? What choices would

it make?

For one thing, a United States guided by discriminate power would pare

down the specific planning objectives that flow from its global role. In such

documents as the Guidance for the Employment of the Force and the National

Military Strategy, the Defense Department lays out goals it aims to achieve in

various regions. Those goals in turn drive requirements.18 A more discriminate

approach would scrub these planning documents to root out wishful thinking

and unnecessarily elaborate goals. At the same time, the United States should

end the practice of judging the size and composition of its forces against some

largely arbitrary number of “regional contingencies” that it believes it might

have to fight. Going forward, U.S. strategists will have to be comfortable

fielding a force that is judged based against a range of general criteria and

attributes, rather than highly contingent estimates of how many brigades are

needed for a fight against a regional adversary.

A United States employing discriminate power would replace elaborate and

ambitious operational concepts with more modest ones. An outstanding

example is in the area of stabilization operations, where the United States has

alternatives to an interventionist approach. It could use drones and special

operating forces to achieve targeted results against radical groups. It could return

counterterrorism to its former status as a cross-government law enforcement

challenge, maximizing the impact of investigations and prosecutions. It could

employ expanded de-radicalization programs, some of which have had some

success.19 Most fundamentally, it could decide to rely on advisory models to aid

local governments in their fight, on the model of El Salvador or Colombia,

rather than taking over the fight itself. (The notion of a “light footprint”

approach to counterinsurgency and state-building reflects such thinking.)20 And

it could, in this and other long-term roles, develop cadres of true long-term

regional specialists, people deployed into specific contexts for decades at a time,

to cultivate the local relationships and expertise necessary to have an effect out

of proportion to their numbers.

Another core implication of discriminate power would be to emphasize

flexible, transformative capabilities at the nexus of its various missions including

in forward presence, contingency response, homeland defense, and others.

A leading example would be a concept of timely, long-range influence across a

range of domains—from military to information to economic—which would

offer critical advantages to a U.S. military posture in an era of constraint. An

ability to threaten powerful, immediate, targeted responses to aggressive or
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coercive actions from a distance would help compensate for smaller deployed

forces and a declining ability to project them into denied areas. One could

imagine, for example, a deterrent strategy toward North Korea that would

combine, among other tools, cruise missiles launched from submarines; long-

range, unmanned stealthy drones launched from around the region; cyber

attacks; and a wide-ranging information campaign—across cellphones,

telephones, e-mail, radio, and in the North Korean case, balloon-carried

leaflets—designed to sow instability throughout their fragile system. Laying

the groundwork for the success of such a multidimensional timely strike and

influence campaign could become a major focus of regional contingency

planning.

Partly because the threats and opportunities in the medium- to long-term are

greater than those of the short-term, moreover, a United States employing

principles of discriminate power would generally prioritize future investments

over current power, emphasizing breakthrough technologies over the size of

existing active-duty forces. But it would also be careful to protect the health,

readiness, and quality of the force, for a variety of reasons: the premium on

creativity and innovation, for example, and on high-quality personnel required

to execute indirect and asymmetric strategies. One dangerous result of current

cuts is that readiness accounts are once again being used as a catch-all source of

savings, which puts the future quality of the force at risk.

Finally, a United States employing discriminate power would invest more

heavily in its non-military instruments of power. A strategy more attuned to

long-term, preventive, and collaborative solutions would require a stronger

framework of diplomatic, economic, law enforcement, and informational tools.

It would expand the size of the Foreign Service and USAID, boost the size and

recapitalize the equipment of its Coast Guard, re-fund many public diplomacy

programs in embassies, develop a highly expert cadre of country and regional

experts deployed for long periods of time in the same place, and in other ways,

shift the balance of resources slightly from military to non-military tools of

statecraft.

The Case of Asia

To take a specific regional example, consider how a number of these principles

might apply to the leading focus of U.S. security planning today—Asia. To

begin with, discriminate power would suggest a continuing and renewed U.S.

role in promoting regional stability, norms of conduct, and institutions that

promote shared solutions to problems. This essential requirement for U.S.

influence, of safeguarding the system against rising fragmenting tendencies, is

more pronounced in Asia than anywhere.
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In this context, however, discriminate power would urge us not to exaggerate

perceived threats. U.S. deterrent promises must remain credible in Korea, but

the North has no incentive for a war that would lead to its destruction.

Likewise, while China is becoming more aggressive and even belligerent,

nothing in its interests or recent history would suggest that we are dealing with a

violently revisionist power intent on regional conquest. The United States has a

network of alliances and partnerships throughout Asia, while China has very

few friends and no true allies. To the extent that China becomes more aggressive

toward its neighbors, it tends to spark a regional reaction that would counteract

its rising power. This is not to suggest that the United States has no role to play

in countering rising Chinese assertiveness—only that the United States can

effectively play this role in a moderate, deliberate, and discriminate fashion.

Second, a strategy of discriminate power would recommend a renewed focus

on what our real goals are in Asia, and ask whether we can achieve them with

humbler specific objectives or more modest or innovative operating concepts.

One aim, for example, is to keep China from coercing or even seizing territory

from friends and allies. This essentially defensive requirement can be met in

ways far short of the aggressive, forward-leaning plans that reportedly populate

the Air–Sea Battle concept.21 This points to the need for more modest

contingency plans that still sustain basic U.S. interests: preventing Chinese

occupation of distant territories is a far less demanding requirement than

projecting power close to its mainland.22 T.X. Hammes has recently argued for

“offshore control” as an alternative to Air–Sea Battle, and this insightful

approach is precisely the sort of less grandiose strategy that can still achieve

essential U.S. objectives with less demanding forces and concepts.23 (As noted

above, moreover, U.S. strategy in Korea could adopt a more multidimensional

approach to deterrence and warfighting.)

Third, while reaffirming the importance of a U.S. presence in Asia,

discriminate power would suggest meeting the goal with primarily non-

military means. A series of powerful diplomatic and economic initiatives can

signal continued U.S. involvement even better than a given number of days of

carrier presence, or a Marine battalion in Australia. Despite repeated statements

that the pivot or rebalance to Asia is primarily a civilian initiative,24 many of its

actual steps have focused on traditional military capabilities—like locally-

deployed ground forces, new or expanded military bases, or large and powerful

naval strike groups.25 Yet, military capabilities are vulnerable to area-denial

weapons and exacerbate Chinese threat perceptions. Washington would get

better bang for its buck, and create a more sustainable approach, by focusing on

expanded diplomatic presence with larger public diplomacy elements; regional

trade accords and collaboration on financial markets; and multilateral processes

to address shared challenges such as climate change.
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Fourth, discriminate power would urge a new emphasis on preventive

mechanisms of confidence-building, transparency, and conflict resolution. The

United States has been rightly hesitant to become enmeshed in the local

disputes of others, especially over long-held territorial claims. But leading a

regional process of confidence-building seems essential, especially to address the

risk of miscalculation or misperception that remain the most likely routes to

war. One example could be a regional ISR network designed to promote mutual

awareness; another might be expanded sponsorship of Track-2 dialogues across

Asia among scholars and thought-leaders to help undercut the sources of rising

mutual hostility.

Fifth, in Asia as elsewhere, the United States needs the sort of capabilities

emphasized above for timely, long-range precision strike. These can help make

up for a shrinking forward presence in the region as well as rising capabilities for

area denial. From ballistic and cruise missiles to stealthy unmanned systems to

subsurface platforms to transformational new systems, the United States needs

relatively inexpensive means of penetrating and delivering precise strikes that

does not demand large-scale force deployments.

Sixth, as part of its effort to revalidate the credibility of its presence in Asia,

the United States should enhance deterrence capabilities in nontraditional

areas, from cyber to economic instruments of statecraft. Others will increasingly

seek to use such tools to deter, prevent, or punish U.S. participation in regional

contingencies. As is now widely recognized, we need better defensive as well as

offensive capabilities in these areas.

Seventh and finally, the United States must continue to work to enhance the

capabilities of partners in the region. The nature of the security environment,

and the risks posed by specific states, suggest that we can rely on multilateral

responses to many of the most extreme security risks. Foreign military sales,

combined training and education, military-to-military exchanges, long-term

special forces deployments for training and mutual understanding—these and

other steps can improve throughout the region. But partnerships need not focus

on military components alone; developing non-military relationships and

capabilities should remain a high priority for the United States.

A Strategic Concept for Sustainable Leadership

A key task for any revised approach is to limit and mitigate the strategic risk

that any reduction in the existing U.S. security posture might create.

Discriminate power seeks to do this in two fundamental ways: By applying

resources in the most productive areas—technologies of greater comparative

advantage, instruments of statecraft best aligned to the nature of emerging
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threats—and by developing innovative concepts to achieve existing ends in

more frugal ways.

Twenty years from now, the United States will have moved into a new role

on the world stage. It is likely to be humbler and more constrained, but still

critical to global peace and stability. The question now is whether U.S. strategy

can evolve to meet the essential paradox it confronts: the need to adjust a global

role that remains unique and important. Discriminate power offers one option

for the sustainable pursuit of an established grand strategy under new conditions.
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